The comfort and hospitality of a beautifully restored Victorian mansion await you. Located near the Castro and Folsom areas in San Francisco's "sunbelt," we offer a rooftop sundeck, solar-heated hot tub Jacuzzi and a unique, tannish rooftop sundeck, solar-heated hot tub. Large guest rooms feature private bathrooms with complimentary continental breakfast served in our traditional double parlor. The Inn's friendly staff will assist you in finding what you want in room. Large guest rooms feature wet bars or kitchens and European-style shared baths. The BART system is nearby and between 8:30 am and 10:30 pm. Free Cowboy hats are being given away to the first 250 people. Prizes will be awarded to the 'Best Cowboy' and 'Best Indian'. In addition, a special complimentary admission to Studio One will be given to all who attended. The 'Free Pass' entitles the bearer admission to Studio One on any Friday of their choice in February. As an added treat, Studio One's well known gay burlesque group, "The Campers" will offer a special performance for the evening. The party begins at 8 pm sharp, with many more special surprises and special guest appearances.}

**CIRCUS DISCO OWNER FIGHTS L.A. CHARGES**

Circus Disco owner Gene LaPietra vowed Thursday to fight criminal charges from Los Angeles City Attorney Bart Pines' office stemming from a zoning dispute over a private parking lot across the street from the disco. A parcel of land in question, at 1202 N. Cherokee Avenue, is owned by the disco and is used as a private parking lot for employees only. At a January 6th City Hall hearing, LaPietra had submitted photographs of approximately 14 similar parking situations within two blocks of Circus to Associate Zoning Commissioner Louis Muto in an effort to prove that the area is short of parking even in the daytime hours when the disco is not open for business. Apparently the City Attorney chose not to consider the similar conditions nearby and pressed criminal charges.

In what may prove to be the "Circus" of the year at City Hall, LaPietra conceded that although he knows the parking lot needs a conditional use permit, he will fight the case, and is curious to see how much of the taxpayer's money the City Attorney is willing to waste on a victimless situation in a city with a soaring rise in violent crimes.

**FRIENDS OF DON AMADOR SPONSORS 1959 EDSEL RAFFLE**

Some joked, "Get the Edsel out of City Hall," but to Don Amador, it was just another way of raising campaign funds. A 1959 Edsel was raffled off for $1.00 a ticket, and the drive involved many local businesses, including Circus Disco, where the drawing was held on December 25, 1980. The lucky winner was Maria Castillo of Alhambra. The raffle raised some $5,000 for the Amador war chest.

Don Amador, 58, has been aggressively campaigning for the past year to capture the 15th District Council seat now occupied by incumbent Peggy Stevenson, and is presently considered the front-running challenger in April's primary. "Every dollar given was a protest dollar saying, 'it's time for a change'," added the Amador Committee sponsoring the event.

**WHOREHOUSE AGGIES TO PERFORM AT STUDIO ONE'S WILD WILD WEST NIGHT**

Studio One presents a special performance of the "Whorehouse Aggies" from the Broadway show "The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas" to celebrate a 'Wild, Wild West Party'. Special decoration and sets are being designed especially for the party. An assortment of 'Country Vittles' are being prepared and served from the Chuck Wagon from 8:30 til 10:30 pm. Tickets are $4 for members and $6 for non-members. Y'all come!!!

"Every dollar given was a protest dollar saying, 'it's time for a change'," added the Amador Committee sponsoring the event.
The cast indeed spirited, attractive and talented; Reynaldo Duran, Jonathan Prince, Lee Larson and Lily Mariye giving outstanding performances. Often, Swados' adult verse is inscrutable, heard from a twelve or thirteen year old girl.

What is not lost in this production is the rhythmical power. The "youthful vitality of 21 young performers" promised by one of the characters in the Royal London comedy at the Cent[etet-Circle, is an advice, of a sort, a challenge for those expressing the big chance. In New York, three actresses who started their careers as streetwalkers, each with a different approach to the profession, attempt to succeed on Broadway.

Antonio Mejias-Rentas

L.A. Calendar

FRIDAY, JANUARY 30
Sundance Boulevard is a street of Hollywood politics. Some new arrivals, not necessarily related to each other. The second-hand store, the strip, as it is called once Crescent Heights Boulevard is crammed, makes for the form of long-ago billboards that promise this neck of the woods with a vacant view and a new wave of youth. The prisons and the brothels, the presents and the past, the light and the dark, are all interchangeable in modern plausibility and assure even the seasoned traveler. Some of Sun-bow's starlets aren't on the strip.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 31
Two performances today, at 2:30 and 7:30 pm of Bob Fosse's DANCIN' at the Long Beach Convention Center's Terrace Theatre (498-3611).

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 2
All hungry and eager to run the FRONT Runners TRACK CLUB meet at Point Magu (25 mins, north Hwy) at 10 am for its run and picnic. Bring your own sneakers and munchies (508-0710).

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 3
New wave filmmaker Eric Mitchell offers a graphic description of his film, UNDERGROUND White Noise, filming creatures fromлечуау саин. Under a surface, the world is more dark. The cold and cool creatures,Authenticated, are the object of desire. The film has its West Coast premier tonight at the Roxy performing tonight and tomorrow night.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4
The film has its West Coast premier tonight at the Roxy performing tonight and tomorrow night.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5
Now once filmmaker Eric Mitchell offers a graphic description of his film, UNDERGROUND White Noise, filming creatures fromлечуау саин. Under a surface, the world is more dark. The cold and cool creatures,Authenticated, are the object of desire. The film has its West Coast premier tonight at the Roxy performing tonight and tomorrow night.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5
That unfortunate matinee. In celebration, Gregory Peck narrates THE DEATH OF THE SALMON, part of the Undersea World of Jacques Cousteau Film series across at 7:30, at the Academy (466-8292).

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5
That unfortunate matinee. In celebration, Gregory Peck narrates THE DEATH OF THE SALMON, part of the Undersea World of Jacques Cousteau Film series across at 7:30, at the Academy (466-8292).

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 7
All hungry and eager to run the FRONT Runners TRACK CLUB meet at Point Magu (25 mins, north Hwy) at 10 am for its run and picnic. Bring your own sneakers and munchies (508-0710).

UNDERGROUND USA see Calendar FEB. 5

WHY BE TIED TO HIGH PRICES WHEN ALL YOU WANT IS A PLACE TO HANG YOUR CURFS

SINGLES from $12
DOUBLES from $20
BOB DAMRON   

PALM SPRINGS

Recently, I spent several happy days exploring and discovering the gay scene in Palm Springs. With so much of the nature covered with snow, it was hard to tell where you were going, and the mountains were much higher than on the ocean. You could see snow from the top of the mountain and it was a real thrill to drive through the snow. Some of the places I visited included Cactus Lambda, Chrysalis, and Le Jardin. They were all popular with gays, and close to most bars. On my last visit the weather was perfect and the best time to visit Palm Springs would be during the winter months.

DARYL'S LONG BEACH

By EMPRESS IV DOROTHY BIG MOUTH

First off, congratulations to our new Empress! She is THE STAGE QUEEN and CHAMPION! She has been a hard worker and will definitely make a great addition to the Long Beach community. When she was elected, we all knew that she would be a great queen and she has exceeded our expectations. She has been a very active queen and has been involved in many events around the city. We all look forward to seeing her reign and supporting her in all her future endeavors.

Bobdamron CANYON, PATIO MANOR, PINE WEST, TARAS

In addition to the events mentioned above, I would like to mention two more places that are worth checking out. The first is the Canyon, located at 67-630 Perez Road, off of Frontage Road near Cathedral City. This is a bar that is popular with both gay and straight patrons. The second is the Patio Manor, located at 67-635 Perez Road. This place is also popular with both groups and is close to most bars. On my last visit there was a large gay community around the area of the gay bars on Hwy XI, so don't drive if you've been drinking or you won't find your way home.

While there is a large gay community around the area of the gay bars on Hwy XI, so don't drive if you've been drinking or you won't find your way home.

Get well to Otto who is in the hospital. I do wish you a speedy recovery and hope to see you out and about soon.

The monthly bathhouse of the month is Fred Harvey, who bathes at L.A. Lane's in the early morning hours. On my last visit I spent the night there and was impressed with the facilities. The showers were clean and well maintained, and the staff was friendly.

For years the GAF (spelled backward) has been a fixture in our community and a great place to hang out. For years the GAF has been a favorite of mine and I always enjoy going there to meet new people and have a good time.

FRED HARVEY - L.A. BARBER

One of the famous left hands with Bob is Lolo Bardel and her talents in piano can run the gamut from jazz, lounge, boogy smoke to clean and contemporary. As well as her piano talents, she's also got that really good looking stage presence. She is always a crowd pleaser and has been a favorite of mine for many years. She is also a great singer and has a great range.


GAFEZ "A" L A BARBER

BARTENDER OF THE MONTH

ENGLISH}

I'm happy to announce that my friend, Mary Smith, has been selected as the new bartender of the month. Mary has been a regular at the bar for many years and is always a pleasure to have around. She is always willing to go the extra mile to make sure everyone has a good time. She is also a great singer and always puts on a great performance.

ALINO SQUARE SALON

San Francisco's Landmark Hotel Exclusively for Gay Men

NOW OPEN FOLLOWING $250,000 RENOVATION

For Reservations, info: (toll-free)
WORLD TRAVEL PLANNERS
(800) 854-3380 U.S.A.
(800) 432-7045 California

*most rooms

The very mood of this instant is constantly changing there's a freshness that never dies up, even through the spite of this day step is very limited, the 6 of us went to the dance floor for a moment of dancing... I'm afraid to go even further... The Rose Cafe and Cabaret has a real winner in this sophisticated production and covers the whole range of gay glamour from a tuxedo milord on a small stage to a two dress minimum for this terrific new show, and well worth it! Fridays and Saturdays, Act 1 begins at 8, Act 2 begins at 11:30.

AROUND TOWN

THE HANS BOWKREW AND INSTALLATION will be held at TRADERS HALL, 150 FANTASTIC SHORE Drive. 50 miles, 5:00-7:00.
The very first time I went to Key West it was by sea. The journey began on the Mississippi River above New Orleans down to Port Arthur through the Delaware. The initial part of the trip was serene mostly because of the river. It was pure paradise.

As we entered into the Gulf of Mexico the water cleared. It was quiet and serene. Sailing was a leisurely activity. The captain of the ship, who was a local from Key West, explained the local customs and the history of the area.

Don Amador

Throughout the holidays, I temporarily left my campaign trail for the 15th District Council set to visit our nation's southern neighbors. Far south in Mexico, I visited friends in Guadalajara, where I stayed at the Hotel Matllo. By 10:30 this morning I had checked out of the hotel and had my luggage off the train. The restaurant was closed upon my arrival, so I was able to walk several blocks to a late-night place where a munching disease satisfied me.

When I was able to walk back to the heart of the city, I found it very safe, although perhaps there was only one part of Guadalajara. There was an incident reported in the afternoon where a man had been robbed at gunpoint. The police were called and the suspect was arrested. Everyone was relieved that the area was very safe, although perhaps there was only one part of Guadalajara.

The initial part of the trip was memorable mostly because of the river. It was pure paradise. It was quite a surprise to see such natural beauty so close to what we had been experiencing over the past few years. It was not so much a family town, but rather one that was filled with new experiences and opportunities.

Throughout the holidays, I temporarily left my campaign trail for the 15th District Council set to visit our nation's southern neighbors. Far south in Mexico, I visited friends in Guadalajara, where I stayed at the Hotel Matllo. By 10:30 this morning I had checked out of the hotel and had my luggage off the train. The restaurant was closed upon my arrival, so I was able to walk several blocks to a late-night place where a munching disease satisfied me.

Don Amador

Throughout the holidays, I temporarily left my campaign trail for the 15th District Council set to visit our nation's southern neighbors. Far south in Mexico, I visited friends in Guadalajara, where I stayed at the Hotel Matllo. By 10:30 this morning I had checked out of the hotel and had my luggage off the train. The restaurant was closed upon my arrival, so I was able to walk several blocks to a late-night place where a munching disease satisfied me.

Don Amador
HIGHLAND PARK

The community of Highland Park was one of the earliest settlements in Los Angeles. Named after a series of hills to the north, "the 2300s" was a hub for early settlers, drawing them with its clean air and attractive location near the downtown area. Highland Park was once one of the famous California's School of Fine Arts was founded, still exists near the site of the first trained glass in the country.

The Home of Charles V. Lamont, a Howard man, at the turn of the century, converted into a historic site, the house is now open to the public. The present owner, Colonel Charles Jackson, is a descendant of the founder of the community. The house is open to the public from 11 am to 5 pm daily.

Visit the Highland Park Museum, located at 1350 Broadway, Long Beach, CA 90801. The museum is open from 11 am to 5 pm daily. Call (213) 591-6351 for more information.

Southwest Museum

4306 North Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, CA 90042

(213) 657-7498

FOR YOUR PLEASURE...

10:45 - 2:00 Daily

Red Mill

113 Locust
Long Beach, CA
90801

(213) 591-6351

Happy Hour 4-6
Home of Miss Cowgirl 1980-81

Southwest Museum

4306 North Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, CA 90042

For the California man who enjoys the Western Tradition

For Advertising
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DEAR OLD D.A.D. (dining and dancing)

EVELYN FREEDMAN

The part I like best about working in the community is the ‘Love Loan’ concept. The adventure, the exploration - getting to know new people and choosing them as your friends. It's a wonderful way to meet new people.

I have discovered recently a quiet, unpublicized area - I've called it the "San Fernando Valley." It's a small, quiet, upper-middle-class area with some of the most interesting and creative people I've ever met. It's an area where the arts and culture are important.

In this area, there are several interesting neighborhoods. The River Valley has a large, pleasant bar, serving beer and liquor. It's at 4022 North Hollywood, and there's a popular local crowd. The decor is just beautiful, and Charles' famed bread pudding was all he said it would be.

The River Valley is adjacent to the Showcase Inn, on Ventura Boulevard. It's a large and pleasant bar, serving beer and liquor. It's at 4022 North Hollywood, and there's a popular local crowd. The decor is just beautiful, and Charles' famed bread pudding was all he said it would be.
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MEN'S CLINIC & COMMUNITY SERVICES
WE'RE STILL HERE! And we still need you...as
a client and/or a donor. Information: Special events calendar. Phone for
charge—flexible fees, low income, no
barriers/insurance accepted. Phone for

THE GARDEN MARKET
8142 W. Sunset Blvd. (413) 377-1219

MASSAGE

THE DAY TIME MASSAGE
233 N. La Cienega Blvd. (413) 342-1580

WHERE MEN AND WOMEN SEEK...

CROSBY & WEAVER
ATTORNEYS

6440 SANTA MONICA BLVD., SUITE 2049 Century Park E. No. 1800

STUDIO, 554 Hayes, No. 5, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94102

2 BEDROOM, 501 Octavia, No. 6, S.F., CA. 94102

1200 - 2460 sq. ft. $1.60. Furn.

A ___

MANY APARTMENT BUILDINGS

AT ae E D R E S S

DPLX W/BON US TERR HDWD FL

HLiWD HUGE 2 BR STUDIO APT

FRIENDS, UT RM GARAGE, PRV. YARD

6600 MO (216) 58X-5240

213-662-8269

A __

If you are not a resident of Switzerland, etc., all subsequent lines
are triple price.

G M M

Send name, birthdate, and $3/issue to:

VINCENT VAN GROOM

Piclcelp

THE GARDEN MAKERS Landscaping & Sprinkling Systems

(213) 467-4360 or 851-9500

THE VOICE of the Bay
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Executive Action, Third World/Diaspora

P.O. Box 908, Berkeley, CA 94701.

Deadline: March 15
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The cast of 20 men includes: “Just Blonds” Stars Scorpio and Ken Carter • “Blueboy’s” Steve York and Paolo • “Fire Island Fever” Stars Garry Hunt and John Carlo Scorpio’s Identical Twin Scorpio II • Bob Damon • And New Stars Ivan, Johnny Apollo and the Incredible Yogi Rama

Directed by Jack Deveau Peter de Rome Tom DeSimone

A Hand in Hand Films Production X-Rated • Color • All Male Cast

the mob hill cinema
729 bsh st. tele 781-9468